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PREFACE

This is the fourth edition of ‘MIB Claims’. The third edition was given a bright
pink cover which made it stand out and perhaps we have been too conservative
for this edition by abolishing the pink.

The first two editions were published at a time when the 1999 Uninsured
Drivers’ Agreement had only just come out and we did not know how it would
be operated. Our fears, stated in the first edition, were realised and in the early
noughties the MIB did try to strike out many claims for procedural
technicalities which they had created as barriers to the payment of
compensation to innocent persons injured by wrong doers on our roads. The
1999 Agreement was a poor one.

In the third edition of the text I added more commentary on the Road Traffic
Act 1988 and new chapters on the Untraced Drivers’ Agreement 2003 and the
Green Card scheme. In this edition we have significantly expanded the
Untraced Drivers’ section.

I am enormously grateful to all those solicitors who, having dealt with the MIB
day in and day out, have worked with me to achieve compensation for injured
victims of road traffic accidents.

Since the mid-2000s the growth of lawyers’ understanding of European Road
Traffic Directives has led to more and more challenges to the procedural
strike-out provisions and exclusion clauses in the 1999 and 2003 Agreements.

It is ironic that at a time when our country is preparing to decide whether to
leave Europe, in this field the law is developing fairly and rationally guided by
Europe. So we have seen a growth in Francovich claims against the Department
for Transport to resolve unfairness caused where they have been led by the MIB
into agreeing such ‘strike out’ and ‘exclusion’ clauses. These fancy claims have
achieved their purpose and have driven the Department for Transport and
hence the MIB to be more careful about how they seek to cut holes in the safety
nets which they are required to provide for injured people.

In the preface to the third edition I wrote: ‘in future there may come a time
when the MIB agree to re-draft their Agreements hand in hand with groups
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representing injured persons and if so the procedural problems will hopefully
reduce. Until then the need for constant procedural vigilance is going to
remain.’

So it has come to pass that the 2015 Uninsured Drivers’ Agreement is a
welcome relief. It is much fairer than the 1999 Uninsured Drivers’ Agreement.
But the Untraced Drivers’ Agreement 2003 remains in force.

The MIB and by association the DfT still appear to believe that ‘off road’
vehicles and ‘off road’ accidents are not covered by the compulsory insurance
requirement in the EC Directives. We shall see how long this can continue.

In this, the fourth edition, I am grateful to the quite excellent Jeremy Ford for
editing the text after I wrote it. However, the fact remains that the views set out
in this text are mine alone and where there are errors they are also mine alone.

I am also grateful to Paul Ryman-Tubb at the MIB for reading the draft text
and commenting on it, and for his contribution to chapter one. We may often
be against each other but he is really a jolly impressive fellow in my view.

If any reader wishes to contact me they are welcome to do so at the address
below.

Andrew Ritchie QC

9 Gough Square, London, EC4A 3DG
aritchie@9goughsquare.co.uk

January 2016
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